About This Report

Sustainability Highlights 2020
Performance

95.24 the score of the Integrity and

Transparency Assessment (ITA) by NACC in 2020
the percentage of the success of PEA
Customer Journey Development Plan
the organization credit rating
by TRIS Rating
the profit margin ratio
the percentage of the average of solving
complaining issues address within 30 workdays
times/customer/year the System Average
Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI)
minutes/customer/year the System Average
Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI)

100

AAA

2.96
98.24
2.65

57.52

5.47 the percentage of the distribution system loss
97.50 the percentage of the success of

the Smart Grid Plan
the percentage of the success of using
blockchain technology in Energy Trading Platform
the percentage of creating a war room to
handle the COVID-19 extraordinary situations
in PEA head office and provincial offices

100
100

People

4.32 the average of employee commitment
4.34 the overall employee sense of belonging
4.3945 the scores of the customers overall

satisfaction in products and services

100 the percentage of the success of developing

the potential in human resources in the digital age

55,929 households the amount of the expanding
power distribution system to new residences

0

complaints of unfair personnel recruitment
and selection nor discrimination

89 places of power lines close to buildings
or structures were fixed and improved

0.1166 the Disabling Injury Index: √DI

External Assurance for the Report
The Board of Directors and high-level executives
of PEA are tasked to monitor and give advice, as well as
to approve and validate important information in
this report, in order to deliver a report with inclusive
and complete content and comprehensive coverage
of responses to every group of stakeholders.
Moreover, PEA provides the endorsement of
report from Third Party entities with expertise in the
endorsement and External Assurance of the process
for the making of the report, in order to enhance
credibility and transparency according to the reporting
guidelines of the GRI Standards.
Upgrade of the Quality in Preparation
for the Report
PEA opens up an opportunity for every group of
stakeholders to be able to express their opinions and
comments regarding the annual Sustainable
Development Report via questionnaires to draw
opinions and comments of readers, which PEA will use
for the development and upgrade in preparation for the
next Sustainable Development Report in order to satisfy
the needs, demands/expectations of the stakeholders.
Inquiry for information
Any additional suggestion or inquiry for information
shall be directed to the Corporate Social Responsibility
Department, PEA Head Office, LED Building, 200
Ngamwongwan Road, Lat Yao Sub-district, Chatuchak
District, Bangkok 10900, E-mail: analysis.csr@pea.co.th,
Tel: 0 2590 9916, Fax: 0 2590 9919.

For more information about PEA’s work on sustainability, please follow us at

Planet

4 the success of the Corporate Innovation

2.07 the percentage of

2,000 liters/day the technology of processing

200,000 kg CO eq

Level

History of the Report
The 2020 Sustainability Report is the fourth report
following the 2019 Sustainability Report which the
Provincial Electricity Authority (PEA) has delivered
according to the GRI Standards in order to disclose
annual operational results of the organization in terms
of economic, social and environmental performance,
with annual reporting period from 1st January to
31st December 2020 and guidelines used for the report
based on the GRI Standards and Electric Utilities (EU)
of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), ‘This report
has been prepared in accordance with the GRI
Standards: Core option’ based on the extent for the
disclosure of information.
Furthermore, to express the determination
dedicated to sustainable development, PEA conducts
its operation in connection with the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations,
which are included in this report as well.
Scope of the Report
The disclosure of information in this report shows
the information and impacts from the operation
thoroughly throughout the value chain of PEA.
The scope of the report covers PEA head office and
its provincial offices, power plants, power stations,
including relevant stakeholders; the scope, however,
does not extend to its affiliates.

System Plan in 2020

plastic garbage and biomass in community to be biodiesel

1,543 units of a fixed speed split air condition
system were replaced with an inverter type split
air condition

www.sustainability.pea.co.th

the decreased energy consumption of PEA
in the year 2020
2

the reduction of greenhouse gases
from the operating of green offices

Brightness for Life Quality

Scan
the QR Code
to visit the
Website

Scan
the QR Code
to start
the opinion
questionnaire
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Message from the Governor
of the Provincial Electricity Authority
Moving into our 7th decade with a focus on
stability and sustainability through B.E. 2563 (2020),
the Provincial Electricity Authority has progressed
from receiving “Confidence” to “Trust” from our
customers. Throughout these years, we have sought
to improve the quality of life of the Thai people
through electrification. Nevertheless, planning
power distribution development with the goal of
becoming a “Digital Utility” entails challenges.
To bring out the employees’ full potential such as
increasing hard and soft skills, systematically
strengthening and extending the implementation
of innovation and enhancing the organization’s
productivity, PEA relies on these seven factors
driving the values and culture of the organization,
namely “TRUSTED”:
T - TECHNOLOGY SAVVY: Up-to-date, learn,
understand, and apply technology and new
knowledge;
R - RUSH TO SERVICE: being service-minded,
rapid, fair, modernized and attentive to customers;
U - UNDER GOOD GOVERNANCE: being honest,
responsible, transparent, and anti-corruption,
complying with the Philosophy of Sufficiency
Economy;
S - SPECIALIST: building expertise, practicing
generosity, being open to diversity, and sharing;
T - TEAMWORK: Determination, work as a team,
generosity, open-mindedness, and passing work
techniques;
E - ENGAGEMENT: showing devotion and dedication
to the organization, exerting full potential, and
preparing for changes; and
D - DATA DRIVEN: learning, understanding, and
implementing information to accomplish the
organization’s missions.

Throughout the past year’s Coronavirus
outbreak (COVID-19), the Provincial Electricity
Authority has been preparing itself for all emerging
situations by adapting strategic plans for its
operations, and using digital technology to increase
operating efficiency: for instance, providing service
to customers and stakeholders in various sectors
on the foundation of sustainability and risk
management in order to face changes. Well aware
of the need to assist its customers during the
pandemic, the Provincial Electricity Authority has
implemented measures to relieve the customer’s
expenses through the reduction of electricity fee
for households. The Provincial Electricity Authority
has also made both short-term and long-term
financial support plans to maximize the benefits
for customers.
The Provincial Electricity Authority is proud
to work side-by-side with the Thai people in order
to ensure our common well-being. We are ready
to be a leader in the power industry, which has
proved a vital source of sustainable development
of the economy, the society, as well as the
environment of the country.

“Striving towards becoming an excellent
organization in the electric power business
Responding to the customer expectations
Together with building value for
society and the environment
With digital technology”
(Mr. Sompong Preeprem)
Governor of Provincial Electricity Authority

Value Chain of PEA’s Business
Electricity Generating
Authority of Thailand (EGAT)

Generator
Transmission

Very Small
Power Producer (VSPP)

Transmission Line

115 kV

High Voltage
Electrical Substation
Electrical
Substation
Large Power Users, Hotels and
Department Stores

Distribution
Line

22 - 33 kV

Main Electricity Users,
Large-Scale Industry

Distribution
Transformer

Medium-Scale
Industry

Distribution
Service
Condominium
Distribution Line

380/220 V

Electricity Generation
from Solar Rooftop

Small
Power Users,
Residential
Areas

Service Areas
PEA head office is located at 200 Ngamwongwan Road, Lat Yao, Chatuchak, Bangkok
10900, and is responsible for providing electricity service in 74 provinces of Thailand,
except Bangkok, Nonthaburi and Samut Prakan, which covers 99.98% of the country or
approximately 510,000 square kilometers, with 20,732,911 customers.
Amount of Service Office
North
3 PEA Area Offices
42 PEA Province/District Offices
86 PEA Branch Offices
120 PEA Sub Branch Offices
17 PEA Shop
13 Small Power Producers
143 Substations

Northeast
3 PEA Area Offices
45 PEA Province/District Offices
85 PEA Branch Offices
189 PEA Sub Branch Offices
18 PEA Shop
4 Small Power Producers
137 Substations

Central
3 PEA Area Offices
64 PEA Province/District Offices
52 PEA Branch Offices
64 PEA Sub Branch Offices
27 PEA Shop
13 Small Power Producers
309 Substations

South
3 PEA Area Offices
44 PEA Province/District Offices
62 PEA Branch Offices
93 PEA Sub Branch Offices
23 PEA Shop
15 Small Power Producers
127 Substations

Electricity Users Sector

Residential Sector
Commercial Sector
Industrial Sector
Others
Government and State Enterprise Sector
Total

4

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

(Customers) (Customers) (Customers) (Customers) (Customers)

16,739,341 17,095,476 17,450,080 17,815,865 18,308,116
1,595,770

1,667,476

1,699,324

1,435,732

1,448,063

34,808

35,695

37,370

36,195

37,053

524,000

544,010

579,256

905,298

639,841

-

-

-

295,208

299,838

18,893,919 19,342,657 19,766,030 20,488,298 20,732,911
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Number of Employees and Workers
Employee
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

male 74.10%

male 73.75%

male 73.71%

male 73.82%

male 73.88%

female 25.90%

female 26.25%

female 26.29%

female 26.18%

female 26.12%

Head Office

Head Office

Head Office

Head Office

Head Office

total 30,108

total 29,835

total 29,659

total 29,084

total 28,372

4,137
North
6,099
Northeast
6,980
Central
7,268
South
5,624

4,105
North
6,023
Northeast
6,912
Central
7,196
South
5,599

4,128
North
5,926
Northeast
6,944
Central
7,103
South
5,558

4,040
North
5,769
Northeast
6,786
Central
7,054
South
5,435

3,917
North
5,572
Northeast
6,610
Central
6,953
South
5,320

Worker
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

(persons)

male 66.06%

male 66.62%

male 66.66%

male 66.73%

male 66.75%

female 33.94%

female 33.38%

female 33.34%

female 33.27%

female 33.25%

Head Office

248
North
1,211
Northeast
1,350
Central
1,723
South
1,234

total 5,766

Head Office

249
North
1,169
Northeast
1,440
Central
1,704
South
1,264

total 5,826

Head Office

167
North
1,233
Northeast
1,421
Central
1,752
South
1,300

total 5,873

Head Office

168
North
1,163
Northeast
1,525
Central
1,693
South
1,312

total 5,861

Head Office

170

North

1,212
Northeast

1,564
Central
1,775
South
1,342

total 6,063

Remark: Workers refer to monthly workers, or those contracted to work for employers in order to receive monthly salaries. Their recruitment
is based on manpower plans, covering those hired to work for the offices of Governor, Deputy Governor, and Assistant to Governor.
They include drivers and maids.

Provincial Electricity Authority (PEA)
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Economic Value
Direct Economic Value
Generated and Distributed

2017

2018

2019

2020

(Million Baht) (Million Baht) (Million Baht) (Million Baht)

1) Direct Economic Value Generated

Revenues

482,963.42 499,253.86 519,767.94 490,109.53

2) Economic Value Distributed

Operating Costs

428,118.63 451,684.60 475,679.05 453,831.40

Employee Wages
and Benefits

24,662.89

23,849.55

27,397.41

22,264.78

Payments to Providers
of Capital

3,056.45

2,903.44

2,657.44

2,740.18

Payments
to Government

13,857.00

13,350.00

6,715.00

11,343.52

294.54

262.09

739.36

777.17

12,973.91

7,204.18

6,579.68

(847.52)

Community
Investment
(1) - (2) Economic
Value Retained
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Corporate Strategies
The PEA has reviewed the 2020 - 2024
PEA strategic plan, setting a 10-year
long-term goal, focusing on becoming
a leading, modern organization in the region
and intending to provide electricity power
service and related business in an effective
and dependable manner in order to
sustainably improve the quality of the economy
and society, according to the UNSDGs
(United Nations Sustainable Development Goals)

as well as using the frameworks of the DJSI
(The Dow Jones Sustainability Indices).
The important goal is to achieve the target
economically, socially, and environmentally.
Moreover, importance will also be given to
analyzing and setting up the sustainabilitydriving factors as well as setting up
a communication plan for the organization’s
sustainability.

Three Dimensions of the Goal Achievement

Economic
Provincial Electricity Authority (PEA)

Social

Environment
7

Responding to the UNSDGs
Goal

Related UNSDGs

SO1 Business Operation with Good
Governance for Sustainable Growth

Strategy
•	S1 Create a PEA with sustainable
growth according to the framework
based on the SDGs and the
international guidelines of
the OECD and DJSI
• S2 Giving importance and
responses to groups of stakeholders

Tactics
•	OC1 Analyze GAP and guidelines
to push the organization toward
sustainability
•	OC2 Analyzing and setting guidelines
to answer the needs, expectations,
and concerns of stakeholders
•	RS1 Support effective use of energy

2020 Outstanding Performance
ITA score was at 95.24

which was number one of all agencies under the Ministry of Interior, number one of all agencies in the energy
and utilities state enterprise sector, and number five of all state enterprises entered for assessment. Reached
the goal of 85 - 100 points (level A - AA), or being in the top three energy and utilities state enterprises.

Disabling Injury
Index: DI was at

0.1166
with the goal at 0.0978

The success of safety and
occupational health operation
was rated at
%,

100

with the goal at 100%

The success in advancing operation levels
to fit the standards of the OECD and DJSI,
and the governance criteria of the SEPO
was rated at
%,
with the goal at 95%

had met the expectations
of the state,
business partners,
employees, and
customers

was 4.28

with the goal at 4.00

8

100

with the goal at 95%

The success in advancing social
and environmental programs
was rated at
%,

100

The satisfaction survey result
on whether the PEA operation

The success in operating in order to
advance the sustainability
was rated at
%,

with the goal at 95%

100

The number of accumulated electric power saving
million units,
units (kWh) was

85.84

with the goal at 80 million units

The success in operating according to
the integration program in the advancement
%,
of stakeholders was rated at
with the goal at 100%

100
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Responding to the UNSDGs
Goal

SO2 Becoming a top-ranked organization in distributing
electricity, integrating every system with digitalization

Strategy
•	S3 Supplying electricity with
top-ranked quality in the regions
•	S4 Asset management and
allocation, and creating financial
security
•	S5 Adjustment of the organization
structure to have greater agility
suitable for business demand by
benefiting from existing alliances

Related UNSDGs

Tactics
•	OM1 Increasing effectiveness and
reliability of the distribution system
•	OM2 Empowering the distribution
system by use of the Smart Grid
•	OM3 Increase effectiveness in
asset management
•	OM4 Improve operation processes
to be more effective, covering
the entire supply chain

2020 Outstanding Performance
The SAIFI

The SAIDI

Loss

with the goal at 2.74
times/customer/year

with the goal at 57.58
minutes/customer/year

with the goal at 5.54%

was 2.65,

Satisfaction
with PEA product

quality was at

4.4172
,
with the goal at 4.39

The success in operating
according to the Asset
Management Roadmap

was rated at 100%,

with the goal at 100%

was 57.52,

The success of the Smart Grid Project
was rated at
%, with the goal at 100%

97.50

The success of blockchain technology
development to use in the Energy Trading Platform
was rated at
%, with the goal at 100%

100

The success in operating
according to the Service
Level Agreement (SLA)
stated in the supply chain,
integrating at the agency level,

The success in digital
operational excellence
Provincial Electricity Authority (PEA)

was at 5.47%,

was rated
at level

5
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Responding to the UNSDGs
Goal

Related UNSDGs

SO3 Focus on responding to the needs of every
customer group

Strategy
•	S6 Increasing effectiveness
in customer service
•	S7 Building relationships
and maintaining the
high-value customer base

Tactics
•	CR1 Advance the product and customer
service standards with digital technology
•	CR2 Building long-term relationships with
customers and maintaining the high-value
customer base (CRM)
•	CR3 Create a positive customer experience

2020 Outstanding Performance
Customer satisfaction

level was at 4.3945,
with the goal at 4.37

The success of analyzing and compiling a database of potential
customers (Strategic and Star) in order to set up marketing strategies
in related business groups

was rated at level 5

Satisfaction of key accounts
and high-value customers

was rated at 4.4248,
with the goal at 4.34

Customer service costs

decreased by 82%,
with the goal at 100%

10

The success of the PEA Customer Journey
%,
Development Plan was rated at
with the goal at 100%

82
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Responding to the UNSDGs
Goal

SO4 Increasing the business value of the organization
by creating an advantaged portfolio

Strategy
•	S8 Seeking
opportunities in
related business
investment

Related UNSDGs

Tactics
•	NM1 Support investment and take advantage
of the cooperation to develop related business
•	NM2 Push for turnover and establish the brand image
of affiliates
•	OC3 Change management
•	RS2 Review the law, rules, and regulations to support
operations in related business as well as operation
management of affiliates in order to create synergy

2020 Outstanding Performance
The success of the related business
operation plan was rated at
with the goal at 100%

100%,

The success of the operation of the
affiliates and policy analysis
in management was rated at
with the goal at 100%

The success of

adjusting the
organization structure

by focusing on business alignment

100%,
was rated
at level

5

The success of

The income of related business

was 6,352.50 million baht,
with the goal at 4,200 million baht

creating or improving
the law, rules, and
regulations, both inside

and outside the organization,
in order to support operations
in related business
The success of

reviewing the laws
to operate

the PEA’s related business

Provincial Electricity Authority (PEA)

was rated
at level

5

was rated
at level

5
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Responding to the UNSDGs
Goal

SO5 Driving the organization to be up-to-date
on human capital, digital technology, and innovations

Strategy
•	S9 Advance the
management and
human capital potential
•	S10 Promote and develop
capabilities with digital
technology to drive digital
transformation effectively
•	S11 Strengthen sustainable and
secure digital technology
•	S12 Develop the Corporate
Innovation System (CIS)

Related UNSDGs

Tactics
•	HR1 Promote human capital management
by using digital technology to perform
Human Resource Management (HRM)
•	HR2 Develop a learning and development system
to improve and enhance staff performance (HRD)
•	DT1 Develop digital technology capabilities to reflect
efficiencies in cost management and operations
•	DT2 Develop cyber security capabilities and digital
technology management according to international
standards
•	IP1 Develop innovative structures and processes

2020 Outstanding Performance
The success in developing an operation
assessment that is systematic and
effective as the main way to drive forward

The success in human
resources technology
system development

the organization was
with the goal at 100%

with the goal at 100%

rated at 100%,

The success of the
implementation of the plan to
increase employee capacity
was rated at
%,

100

with the goal at 100%

The success of the PEA
Digital Action Plan

was rated at 97%,

was rated at 100%,

The competency of the target
group in developing New-Skill/
Up-Skill/Re-Skill
was rated at
%,
with the goal at 80%

81.03

with the goal at 100%

The success of implementation
of the EA Governance &
Development Plan
was rated at
%,

100

with the goal at 100%

The success of the Implementation
of the Plan to Improve Data Governance
was rated at
%, with the goal at 100%

The success of developing good governance
and information management standards
was rated at %, with the goal at 100%

The success of the Security Standards
Development Plan (ISO 27001)
was rated at
%, with the goal at 100%

The success of the implementation of the
Corporate Innovation System Development Plan
was rated at %, with the goal at 100%

100
100

12

98
99
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5 Steps to drive a business to be the sustainable organization
1. CONTEXT
Context Analysis
Study organization context:

•	Strategy and business plan of
the organization
•	Vision, mission, and organization
culture

Understand organization context:

•	Understanding the sustainability
topics based on Environment,
Social, and Governance (ESG)
•	Analyzing risks and the opportunities
• Collecting data
• Analyzing the sustainability topics
based on ESG

The sustainability topics
of the organization
that must be managed

3. STRATEGY

Set the
management
framework
of the
organization
with each
stakeholder.

* Note:
The framework
should not be
adjusted every
year, except there
are important
changes, such as
organization
context or
management
approach.

Materiality
Analysis

Identify
stakeholders

Identify the
significant
sustainability
topics

• Impacts
• Expectations

* Note: Should
review annually
because the
economic, social,
and environmental
impacts are
changed every year.

+Analyze

Set the
management
approach
for each
stakeholder

Output

Sustainable
Development
Framework

Stakeholder
Engagement

Prioritize
sustainability
topics

2. POLICY
Commitment

Set the
targets

required to be
managed
for the
sustainability
of the
organization.

Team set up
Set functional or
cross-functional
teams within
the organization
to manage and
connect all
sustainability
topics together.

Set the
policies

Considered and approved by
Executive Committee/CEO

4. IMPLEMENT 5. DISCLOSE
Sustainable PDCA
Development
Initiative
Operate

by following
the action
plan

Set the
short-term,
mediumterm, and
long-term
plans,

and operate
them on the
topics that are
significantly
concerned by
organization and
stakeholders.

+Communicate

to stakeholders
via the
suitable and
friendly use
channels

Evaluate

Communicate

Review

Control and
evaluate

the operations
by comparing
with before
and after
operation’s
results to find
out the topics
which must be
improved.
* Note:
Can apply
Social Return
on Investment
(SROI) as a
method for
measuring
social value.

Finalize and
report the
organization’s
performance
to the
stakeholders

Review the
sustainability
topics of the
organization
that should
be improved.

via annual
report or
sustainability
report.

Feedback

Find out and send the significant topics of the organization’s sustainability that must be improved.

Provincial Electricity Authority (PEA)
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Assessment of Material Sustainable Development
Topic of PEA
1. Identification of Sustainable Development Topics

PEA considered significant information from both internal and
external factors, as well as the scope of both positive and negative
impacts, which might have an influence on sustainability of the
organization, and analyzed such significant information based on the
stakeholder inclusiveness and sustainability context principles covering
economic, social, and environmental dimensions as follows:
•	Significant information from internal factors: Organizational goals and
strategic plans, short-term and long-term business threats and opportunities
•	Significant information from external factors: Major or urgent demands/
expectations of the stakeholders, National Economic and Social Development
Plan, tendency of changes in the energy business, and the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)
2. Prioritization of Sustainable
Development Topics

PEA compared the derived sustainable
development topics with the GRI topicspecific standard. After that, such topics
were prioritized based on the materiality
principle, which took into account
organization’s significant of economic,
environmental, and social impacts
(horizontal axis), and influence on the
stakeholder assessment and decisions
(vertical axis) through a
workshop attended by relevant
department representatives.

14

3. Validation of the Important
Sustainable Development
Topics

The sustainable
development topics
derived from the prioritization were
considered and approved by the Good
Corporate Governance and Corporate
Social Responsibility Committee based on
the completeness principle to ensure
that they were correct, complete, and
consistent with the demands/expectations
of the internal and external stakeholders.
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The Sustainable Development Topics of the PEA
include 8 topics as follows:
high

Influence on Stakeholder Assessments & Decisions

3

1

Availability
and Reliability

1

(EU: Availability and Reliability)

2.8

2 Research and

4
2.6

Development

(EU: Research and Development)

2.4

3 Customer Health
and Safety

2.2

7

(GRI 416: Customer Health and Safety)

2
3

4 Access

6

5
2

8

2.2

2.4

(EU: Access)

2.6

2.8

low

3

high

Significance of Economic, Social & Environmental Impacts

5 Anti-Corruption

(GRI 205: Anti-Corruption)

6 Demand-Side
Management

(EU: Demand-Side Management)

7 Reduction of Energy
Consumption

(GRI 302-4: Reduction
of Energy Consumption)

8 Economic Performance
(GRI 201: Economic Performance)

Provincial Electricity Authority (PEA)
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Corporate Governance and Anti-Corruption
to Create Value for Sustainability
Target
To run an enterprise in accordance
with good governance towards
sustainable growth, free of
corruption; attain ethical
standards and codes of conduct
for directors, executives, and
employees as well as the
corporate core profession; and
create an organization image
recognized by the public

Strategy
•	To raise the level of management intent
in accordance with corporate governance
principles
•	To enhance the body of knowledge, including social
and cultural aspects, on corporate governance
•	To raise the standards of corporate governance and
proactive anti-corruption systems, partaking in
processes and mechanisms for effective deterrence,
surveillance, monitoring, investigation, and punishment

2020 Outstanding Performance
PEA received a score of

95.24 percent (rating score: AA)

The assessment score
on awareness and
application of corporate governance

on the Integrity and Transparency
Assessment (ITA) from the National

(CG Testing) was

97.09 percent

(better than the 95.50 percent score in 2019)
The respondents were 99.38 percent of all employees
(better than the year 2019, 25.91 percent)

Anti-Corruption Commission in 2020

Acknowledgment of corporate governance
practice (CG Acknowledgment) by management

and employees was

98.59 percent
The number of participants,
executives and employees in

Reporting on individual and
public conflicts of interest
by the board, executives, and
employees of PEA (COI Reporting)
for the annual report has been

100 percent
for 5 consecutive years
(2016 - 2020)
16

16,790

activities promoting morals,
ethics, and transparency
in operations (Soft Control) was

personnel

(higher than the expectation
of 11,790)

Disciplinary action

(severe fraud) was taken with

0.06
percent
of the total number of employees
Sustainability Report 2020

Complaint handling

1 98.24

2 96.77

General complaint cases
were managed
within 30 business days

General complaint cases
were managed
within 30 days

percent

percent

3 86.68

General complaint cases
were managed
within 15 business days

percent

The digital technology system used in monitoring and evaluation processes
to increase effectiveness of operations on transparency of PEA consists of

8 critical systems, which are as follows:
1

2

3

4

Report and
monitoring system
for sustainable
transparency
of PEA

Stakeholders’
register system
(trading partners/
collaborators)

Expansion of the
transformer
installation
reporting system

Contractors’
control system

5

6

7

8

Customers’ Smile
Feedback
assessment system

Reporting system for
operation management
(OM), P2 process: power
interruption repair and
P3 process: request
for power

Network
control PEA’s
transparent system

Procurement
control system,
under
100,000 baht

Improvement Plan for Future Operation

1

Analysis on the Integrity and
Transparency Assessment (ITA)
of PEA and a review on
the overall operation in light of
the assessment criteria.

3

Upgrade on
the prevention
of corruption.

4

2

Assessment
on corruption risk
and corruption
risk management.

Provincial Electricity Authority (PEA)

Study on an integration and development approach
of the personal database on corporate governance
(CG Profile), consisting of data from CG Testing,
COI Reporting, and CG Acknowledgment, to be used
as a tool for data presentation of individual corporate
governance.

5

Practice on
promotion of
integrity and
transparency in
departments.
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PEA’s Business:
Brightly Move

As a result of promoting efficient use
of energy, the number of accumulated

electric power saving units was

85.84 GWh

(million units)

95%

the success of the
Smart Grid plan
in Pattaya City

While the world is constantly changing, PEA is well-prepared
to adapt to keep up. Entering new markets, we conduct
business for continuous business development through
careful management and monetary policy. We aim to become
a modern utility service provider well-equipped with
digital innovation. We strive for excellence in power system
development and play a role in steering the country towards
a stable and sustainable future.

The Year

2022

the goal of becoming a
“Digital Utility”
service provider

57.52

minutes/customer/year
the System Average
Interruption Duration
Index (SAIDI)

Improving Electric Power System
to be Excellent by Using Digital Technology
Strategy

Target
•	Stable, safe, reliable electric
power system
•	Quality and sufficient electric
power system for the demand
of present users and potential
users in the future
•	Continuously distributed
and efficient electric
power system

•	Increase efficiency and reliability of distribution system.
•	Improve and connect distribution system in business area, industrial
area, industrial estates, and other important areas to cope with
the expansion of economic area and strategic area of the country.
•	Develop Smart Grid infrastructure to support renewable energy
and energy management technology that will happen in the future.
•	Set policies/measures to mitigate stability impact and loss in
the distribution system.
•	Support the efficient use of electricity.

2020 Outstanding Performance
SAIFI was

2.65

57.52
minutes/customer/year
SAIDI was

times/customer/year from
the target of 2.74 times/customer/year

from
the target of 57.58 minutes/customer/year

SAIFI in 12 major cities was

0.893 times/customer/year

from the target of 1.036 times/customer/year

10.558 minutes/customer/year from the target of 13.364 minutes/customer/year
Percentage of loss in distribution system was 5.47 from the target of 5.54
The success of Smart Grid Project in Pattaya, Chon Buri Province, was rated at 95%
SAIDI in 12 major cities was

which was lower than the target of 100% because pieces of equipment in the meter production had to be imported from overseas, and this had been
impacted by the outbreak of Coronavirus, or COVID-19. For instance, the metrology board factory was in China and the network interface
card factory was in the USA, which resulted in slow meter production and a disbursement which was not according to the prescribed plan.

PEA supported efficient electric power utilization in all organizations, which resulted in energy saving
GWh (million units) from the target of 80 GWh (million units),
accumulated to

85.84

based on the amount of electricity saved from 2017 - 2019 (31.86 + 11.75 + 24.37) = 67.98 GWh (million units), and the energy saving
in the year 2020 was 17.86 GWh (million units) according to the following:

5.02
million units

Promotion and
Conservation of Energy
in the Governments

Improvement
Plan for
Future
Operation

12.69
million units

Promotion and
Conservation of Energy
in the Industries

0.15
million units

Promotion and Conservation
of Energy within
PEA’s Offices

• Plan for Grid Modernization of Transmission and Distribution System
to support future electric power system technology.

• Development of blockchain technology to use in an energy trading platform.
• Arrange the work plan to support the effective energy use with the goal
of saving 100 GWh (million units) of electricity by the end of 2021.

Provincial Electricity Authority (PEA)
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Economic Performance
Strategy

Target
•	Increase rate of
return from operation.
•	Decrease
operating
expense.

•	Increase efficiency of asset utilization and operating expense,
by applying efficient asset management.
•	Mitigate loss in electric power system.
•	Increase business value to the organization in order to
increase the organization’s
competitive capacity.

2020 Outstanding Performance
Got corporate credit
rating at

AAA
level
with stable outlook from
TRIS Rating

The ratio of the Return
on Assets (ROA)

was

was

4.41

1.45

Profit Margin

was

2.96

Total Asset Turnover

was

73.94

Percentage of loss
in distribution system

was

Improvement Plan
for Future Operation
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Current Ratio

5.47

Due to process adjustment,

operating expense reduced to

40.10 million baht

Revenue from related business

was

6,352.50 million baht

•	Improve efficiency and capability in creating revenue from asset,

by setting target to get certification on Asset Management Standard
(ISO 55000) in the year 2022.
• Integrate database and customer support system (Fully Completed
CRM) to provide customer service, marketing, customer data analysis, and
other services that respond to customer demand/expectation in the future,
to create revenue for PEA.

Sustainability Report 2020

Bright Innovation,
Happy People

4.58

out of 5 points, the level of satisfaction
in the personnel recruitment and
selection process
Training course of solar rooftop installation
was provided to PEA technicians
in 12 PEA area offices with the total of

117 personnel

100%

the success in advancing
social and environmental
programs, with the goal
at 95 percent

While the world is constantly changing, PEA places
a high value on service development through innovation
and modern technology to provide excellent electrical
services to people throughout Thailand. We promote
clean energy and alternative energy of the future
while addressing concerns and care for one another.
We create happiness, a brighter smile, and a more
sustainable future. We fulfil every dream and light up
hope for everyone so they can grow and have
a sustainable quality of life and long-lasting smile.

100%

the success in human
resources technology
system development,
with the goal at
100 percent

12

PEA offices
were certified
by TIS 18001
standard

Employee Care
Strategy

Target
•	Having personnel with knowledge,
abilities, and determination to work
for PEA
•	Reducing complaints of the personnel
recruitment and selection process
•	Reducing the employee turnover rate
•	Promoting employees’ sense of
belonging and commitment
to the organization

•	Developing the recruitment and selection criteria in
response to the needs across various groups of personnel
and in line with the organization’s strategies
•	Improving the criteria for employee annual promotion to
ensure fairness and consistency with individual
performance
•	Developing the system to give rewards, which were valuable,
diverse, and consistent with the organization’s goals
•	Promoting employee career development

2020 Outstanding Performance

no

There were
complaints of
unfair personnel
recruitment and
selection nor
discrimination

The level of
satisfaction
in the personnel
recruitment
and selection
process

was

The employee turnover

rate accounted for
The worker turnover rate was
with a decrease from 5% in 2019

4.58

out of 5 points,
at the high level

from PEA to employees working
at the organization for 20, 25, 30,
35, and 40 years, and to retired
employees at the age of 60

was at a high level
Improvement
Plan
for Future
Operation

3%

The average of employee commitment

was

4.32 out of 5 points

The overall employee
satisfaction
The satisfaction in the gifts

0.14%

with a decrease from 0.08% in 2019

was

4.18

The average well-being

was

4.25

Sense of belonging

was

4.34

The willingness to do
the best for work

was

4.37

• Upgrading PEA as one of the employers of choice in the job market.
• Upgrading employment in response to the needs of the organization
to become a digital utility business.
• Adopting digital technology to enhance work efficiency.
• Improving the resignation process by having a process or channel for supervisors

and employees to talk before taking resignation decisions and by allowing collection
of resignation information for analysis and solutions.
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Producing Personnel of the Future
Strategy

Target
•	Developing the learning system of personnel
competency development and improvement
•	Developing the potential in human resources
so that they are ready to work and ready for
changes in the digital age
•	Developing the group of personnel to work as the
HR business partner with necessary competence

•	Developing the competency system to be
in line with the organization’s strategies
for personnel development
•	Increasing capabilities of talents to possess
skills as expected by the organization

2020 Outstanding Performance
The success of the plan to upgrade human resource development

100

was
%. All employees received personnel competency development,
for example, in Core Competency, Functional Competency, Managerial Competency,
Digital Competency, as well as Strategic Driven.
Personnel development was also provided to those with specific control duties, as follows:

Personnel development for
117 employees overseeing
solar rooftop installation
for PEA offices

in 12 districts of the Authority,

which represented

95.12%

Improvement Plan
for Future Operation
•	Pursue functional competency and strategic driven

for employees so that they can lead and expand new
businesses for the organization and strive for market
competition.
• Expand the Learning Management System (LMS)
via e-learning and produce digital training media for key
work groups tasked with management in order to drive
the systematic personnel development model as per
the assignment.

Provincial Electricity Authority (PEA)

Training sessions
for

60 employees

responsible for inspecting
the installation standard of the electrical
systems of the EV charging stations were held
in 12 districts

• S peed up the expansion of design and development
of competency-based training courses, hence
establishing a practical corporate-wide design and
development process in line with the performance
evaluation criteria of the State Enterprise Assessment
Model (SE-AM).

• A ccelerate employees’ knowledge and competency
development on solar rooftop design and
installation as preparation for business ventures.
• Extend training to employees responsible for
inspecting the installation standard of the electrical
system and charging stations, covering more areas.
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Promoting Occupational Health and Safety
Strategy

Target
•	Reducing the number of fatalities caused by accidents compared
with the previous year
•	Reducing the number of accidents causing absence from work in 2020
•	Continuously reducing work-related rates of sicknesses and
diseases every year
•	Certifying with TIS 18001 standard in 12 locations

2020 Outstanding Performance

•	Developing digital
technology as a tool to
conveniently and quickly
monitor the operations
to reduce risks of accidents

Improvement Plan
for Future Operation

TIS 18001 standard
has been certified for the
12 additional PEA offices

•	Upgrading the occupational health and safety
process to the ISO 45001 standard in the year 2022.

Electric Power User Safety
Strategy

Target
•	Reducing user
accidents from
PEA electric power
systems

•	Adopting the occupational health and safety management system
(TIS 18001) to monitor, inspect, and improve operations on safety
matters continually
•	Solving problems of close spacing between power lines and buildings
or structures in accordance with the PEA standards

2020 Outstanding Performance
Power lines close to buildings or structures of

89

out of
155 places were fixed and improved. The details of operations to improve

power lines close to buildings or structures in accordance with PEA standards
were summarized as follows:
Particulars

1. Improvement was done
2. Budgets were approved, and operations
were being carried out
3. The plan was created, and budgets were
pending for approval
4. Under the process of creating a plan
Total

Number (place)

Operation Budget (baht)

89

14,072,076.12

12

7,818,377.94

13

3,418,178.21

41

15,806.72

155

25,324,438.99

Improvement Plan
for Future Operation
•	Urgently completing the
improvement of power lines
close to buildings or structures
in accordance with PEA standards
and work plan.

The impact from PEA electric power systems on electric power users was 0.0075
points, which was at Level
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5, accounting for 27.17% of Level 5
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Cyber Security, Data Storage, and Customer Privacy
Strategy

Target
•	Being certified with ISO/IEC
27001 for key ICT
infrastructure to cover the
head office and 12 areas
•	Establishing a Security
Operation Center (SOC)
•	Raising employees’
awareness of cyber and
information system security,
as well as data storage and
customer privacy

•	Developing the information technology security systems
according to the standards and applying for certification of
ISO/IEC 27001 international standard
•	Monitoring cyber security 24 hours and 7 days a week (24/7)
and reporting unusual incidents for relevant personnel to take
corrective actions and reporting to high-level executives for
acknowledgment and giving orders
•	Encouraging system administrators and users of all levels
to receive education in cyber security and customer personal
data storage

2020 Outstanding Performance
Northern PEA Area 2,
Phitsanulok Province

Northeastern PEA Area 1,
Udon Thani Province

Northern PEA Area 1,
Chiang Mai Province

Northeastern PEA Area 2,
Ubon Ratchathani Province
Northeastern PEA Area 3,
Nakhon Ratchasima Province
Central PEA Area 1,
Phra Nakhon Si Ayutthaya Province

There were

10 PEA offices

Northern PEA Area 3,
Lop Buri Province

certified with
ISO/IEC 27001

There was
no complaint

of customer privacy
violation and loss of
customer data

Central PEA Area 2,
Chon Buri Province

Central PEA Area 3,
Nakhon Pathom Province

Head Office

Surveillance officers were on duty
to monitor for cyber attacks

for

24 hours and 7 days a week (24/7)

and to alert parties involved

Improvement Plan
for Future Operation

• ISO/IEC 27001 certification for PEA offices in all 12 areas.
• Assessing and developing cyber security capabilities and ensuring
the Security Operation Center (SOC) covers information technology
and operations technology.

• Operating under the Cyber Security Act, B.E. 2562 (2019).

Provincial Electricity Authority (PEA)
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Access
Strategy

Target
•	Expanding power distribution
systems to cover every
household

•	Expanding power distribution system in all areas to meet the
public demands
•	Enhancing the distribution system capacity by using smart grids

2020 Outstanding Performance

Improvement Plan
for Future Operation

Electrification was done for

55,929 new rural households
Electrification
was done for

13,390 remote rural households
while the target was 11,600 households

Electrification was done for

61 islands

(there were 700 islands according to the survey, 61 of which consisted of residents)

•	Electrification will be done for 141,960

new rural households by the end of the year 2022.

•	Running the Micro Grid project on Phaluai Island,
Surat Thani Province to increase capabilities and
stability in electric power distribution in response to
the increasing demands in the future as it is
an important tourist attraction with a high rate of
economic growth.

Access

(household)

Details

2017

2018

2019

2020

Total households throughout Thailand
Households with access to electricity

21,513,363

21,885,053

22,276,963

22,614,562

21,464,395

21,834,757

22,231,831

22,557,122

21,400,658

21,772,856

22,171,477

22,499,889

• Access by solar cell systems installation

62,244

59,925

58,418

55,297

•	Others (Electric power from other organizations, such as military areas,

1,493

1,976

1,936

1,936

48,968

50,296

45,132

57,440

22,296

23,559

20,458

17,484

771

436

-

-

•	Households in restricted areas, such as areas with protected
forests, national parks, military areas, which need permission
from relevant agencies

25,453

25,794

24,170

38,125

•	The electrification project not carried out due to failure to meet
the PEA criteria

448

507

504

1,831

• Access by pole installation and conductor stringing

Petroleum Authority of Thailand, Department of Alternative Energy
Development and Efficiency, Royal Irrigation Department, private power,
project cancellation due to population migration)

Households without access to electricity
• Households in regular areas waiting to join the project
•	Households in restricted areas, but with entry permission
from the agencies governing the areas

Remark: Data from the Technology Administration and Development on Registration Division, Bureau of Registration Administration, Department of Provincial
Administration as of 31st December 2020.
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Creating a Brighter

Future & Sustainability
579,962 kg CO eq
2

the improvement and enhancement
of chiller system efficiency
and reduction of greenhouse gases

13

innovations
were created, and
budgets were pending
for approval.

While the world is constantly changing,
PEA puts a focus on environmental responsibility.
We focus on the efficient use of natural resources
in the operation process to reduce the direct and
indirect environmental impact of production and
service. We use ecological efficiency assessment
as a tool to increase operational efficiency
and environmental and natural resources
responsibilities.

5

stages specification
of measurement and
assessment approaches
to eco-efficiency

Upgrade
the occupational health
and safety process to the

ISO 45001
standard

in the year 2022.

Research and Innovation for Environment
Strategy

Target
•	Improve the roles of research and innovation to operation
process development and commercialization with both
short-term and long-term of the Corporate Innovation
System Plan, by including two innovations which increase
operational potential and one income-generating product.

2020 Outstanding Performance

Improvement Plan
for Future Operation

The success of Corporate Innovation System Plan in 2020

was at level

•	Develop research and
innovation that enhance
security, excellent standard,
modernization, and sustainable
growth for PEA.

4 rising from 2019 by 1 level

The inventions and the loss reduction process were integrated
in the PEA low-force distribution system. Also,
innovations

13
were selected, based on the criteria for application of prototypical innovations
for production of commercial inventions.

Improve Corporate
Innovation System Plan

that leads to new product and
service creation, as well as
new business model within
the year 2021.

Resource Utilization and Environmental Quality Management
Strategy

Target
•	To improve the economically and
environmentally appropriate
indicators of PEA service provision
and specify the work plan of
increasing corporate eco-efficiency
in accordance with the national
policies and strategies.

•	Consistently improving the organization’s operation
capabilities based on the results of eco-efficiency
assessment
•	Preparation of economic and environmental lists by
collecting base-year data and comparing them with
the PEA operational eco-efficiency improvement results
by collecting the 2020 environmental data as a factor

2020 Outstanding Performance
The PEA activity operations between 2018 (base year) and 2020: It was
found that the PEA eco-efficiency assessment in 2020 could be conducted more
efficiently than in 2018, which was the base year, or 1.0666 times as much
The operation, as specified in the ISO 14045 approach

regarding the goal-setting approach and environmental and economic value
assessment scope, including eco-efficiency assessment, enabled the PEA
to operate, as required by the State Enterprise Policy Committee criteria,
at level 5 and with a specified factor X of 1.0636
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Improvement Plan
for Future Operation
• Improvement and enhancement
of chiller system efficiency

and reduction of greenhouse gases
by 579,962 kg CO2eq.

• Operation of green offices

and reduction of greenhouse gases
by 200,000 kg CO2eq.
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About This Report

Sustainability Highlights 2020
Performance

95.24 the score of the Integrity and

Transparency Assessment (ITA) by NACC in 2020
the percentage of the success of PEA
Customer Journey Development Plan
the organization credit rating
by TRIS Rating
the profit margin ratio
the percentage of the average of solving
complaining issues address within 30 workdays
times/customer/year the System Average
Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI)
minutes/customer/year the System Average
Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI)

100

AAA

2.96
98.24
2.65

57.52

5.47 the percentage of the distribution system loss
97.50 the percentage of the success of

the Smart Grid Plan
the percentage of the success of using
blockchain technology in Energy Trading Platform
the percentage of creating a war room to
handle the COVID-19 extraordinary situations
in PEA head office and provincial offices

100
100

People

4.32 the average of employee commitment
4.34 the overall employee sense of belonging
4.3945 the scores of the customers overall

satisfaction in products and services

100 the percentage of the success of developing

the potential in human resources in the digital age

55,929 households the amount of the expanding
power distribution system to new residences

0

complaints of unfair personnel recruitment
and selection nor discrimination

89 places of power lines close to buildings
or structures were fixed and improved

0.1166 the Disabling Injury Index: √DI

External Assurance for the Report
The Board of Directors and high-level executives
of PEA are tasked to monitor and give advice, as well as
to approve and validate important information in
this report, in order to deliver a report with inclusive
and complete content and comprehensive coverage
of responses to every group of stakeholders.
Moreover, PEA provides the endorsement of
report from Third Party entities with expertise in the
endorsement and External Assurance of the process
for the making of the report, in order to enhance
credibility and transparency according to the reporting
guidelines of the GRI Standards.
Upgrade of the Quality in Preparation
for the Report
PEA opens up an opportunity for every group of
stakeholders to be able to express their opinions and
comments regarding the annual Sustainable
Development Report via questionnaires to draw
opinions and comments of readers, which PEA will use
for the development and upgrade in preparation for the
next Sustainable Development Report in order to satisfy
the needs, demands/expectations of the stakeholders.
Inquiry for information
Any additional suggestion or inquiry for information
shall be directed to the Corporate Social Responsibility
Department, PEA Head Office, LED Building, 200
Ngamwongwan Road, Lat Yao Sub-district, Chatuchak
District, Bangkok 10900, E-mail: analysis.csr@pea.co.th,
Tel: 0 2590 9916, Fax: 0 2590 9919.

For more information about PEA’s work on sustainability, please follow us at

Planet

4 the success of the Corporate Innovation

2.07 the percentage of

2,000 liters/day the technology of processing

200,000 kg CO eq

Level

History of the Report
The 2020 Sustainability Report is the fourth report
following the 2019 Sustainability Report which the
Provincial Electricity Authority (PEA) has delivered
according to the GRI Standards in order to disclose
annual operational results of the organization in terms
of economic, social and environmental performance,
with annual reporting period from 1st January to
31st December 2020 and guidelines used for the report
based on the GRI Standards and Electric Utilities (EU)
of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), ‘This report
has been prepared in accordance with the GRI
Standards: Core option’ based on the extent for the
disclosure of information.
Furthermore, to express the determination
dedicated to sustainable development, PEA conducts
its operation in connection with the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations,
which are included in this report as well.
Scope of the Report
The disclosure of information in this report shows
the information and impacts from the operation
thoroughly throughout the value chain of PEA.
The scope of the report covers PEA head office and
its provincial offices, power plants, power stations,
including relevant stakeholders; the scope, however,
does not extend to its affiliates.

System Plan in 2020

plastic garbage and biomass in community to be biodiesel

1,543 units of a fixed speed split air condition
system were replaced with an inverter type split
air condition

www.sustainability.pea.co.th

the decreased energy consumption of PEA
in the year 2020
2

the reduction of greenhouse gases
from the operating of green offices

Brightness for Life Quality

Scan
the QR Code
to visit the
Website

Scan
the QR Code
to start
the opinion
questionnaire

